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Why Start Small?
The Bobbsey Twins
Solve a Mystery

LAURA LEE HOPE
Charlie Robinson
Julie and I had a lot in common
OUR BODIES, OURSELVES

WOMEN UNITE

A BOOK BY AND FOR WOMEN

REVISED AND EXPANDED

BY THE BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH BOOK COLLECTIVE
Your risks?
rules. noun

accepted

prescribed

set of explicit principles

Maxine Bleiweis & Associates
Westport Mini Maker Faire®

A one-day, family-friendly event that celebrates arts, crafts, engineering, food, music, science and technology projects and the Do-It-Yourself (DIY) mindset. It's for resourceful, creative people who like to tinker and love to make things.

We call them Makers.
Rules you broke, changed or wished you had
Looking ahead
Who are you hiring?
What message is your space sending?
What message are you sending?
#1. Read the tea leaves
#2: It’s never about money
#3: Know when to exit
#4: Have a clear vision
#5: Listen to people who disagree with you
#6: Always show up to win and do your best.
#7: Hire without prejudice
#8.

Everyone is Important
#9: Say thank you
#10: Risks may = great outcomes
Thank you!

maxine@maxinebleiweis.com